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NEW OPPORTUNITIES 
The rise of China’s currency since 
Beijing began to open its financial 
system has been extraordinary. The 
amount of the country’s trade settled 
in RMB has grown from very little 
in 2009 to around 26 percent in the 
second quarter of 2015, and some 
predict half of all its deals could be 
settled in RMB by 2020. For resource-
rich Canada, this presents a vast 
opportunity to not only lower trading 

Canada – The RMB gateway  
to North America 

A year after becoming the first renminbi centre in the Western Hemisphere, Canada remains 
a major player in the push to internationalise the Chinese currency. The country has 
positioned itself as the RMB gateway to the world’s largest economy and companies based 
in North and South America can now centralize renminbi payment activity in their own time 
zone further minimizing any exchange rate risk.

costs for its energy and agricultural 
exports to the world’s number two 
economy, but also give its highly 
regarded, swiftly-growing financial 
services sector access to a vast and 
relatively untapped pool of wealth.

Canada became North America’s 
only RMB hub with the signing of 
a three-year reciprocal currency 
swap agreement between the two 
countries’ central banks in late 
2014, and March 2016 marked the 
first anniversary of Industrial and 
Commercial Bank of China (Canada) 
beginning RMB clearing activites in 
Toronto and Vancouver.

“The renminbi is fast becoming 
one of the world’s main trading 
currencies. Over the next few years 
more and more corporations will be 
ready to settle trades in renminbi,” 
said Di Ma, Senior Vice President 
of Bank of China (Canada). “There 
appears to be considerable upside 
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to trade development between 
China and Canada and the fact that 
Canada is a renminbi clearing hub 
should help to grow trade between 
the countries.”

China is Canada’s second-biggest 
trading partner and last year bilateral 
trade between them grew 10 percent 
to 85.8 billion Canadian dollars. More 
and more of this is being settled in 
RMB, and SWIFT data released in 
March showed RMB usage increasing 
by 31 percent in the Americas, the 
largest increase in any region.

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
Experts say Canada’s RMB hub 
will facilitate trade by cutting 
transaction costs for parties in 
both countries – an HSBC survey 
showed that 55 percent of Chinese 
businesses said they would offer 
discounts of up to 5 percent to 
their trading partners for RMB-
denominated transactions.

Some predict the new RMB hub 
will help Canada increase its 
energy exports to China, which in 
turn could see China send more 
electrical machinery to Canada. 
Others believe Canada could benefit 
from China’s growing appetite for 
agricultural exports, while Canadian 
manufacturers could save money by 
accessing Chinese suppliers.

According to the Canadian Chamber 
of Commerce, the RMB hub could 
boost Canadian exports to China 
by as much as C$32 billion and save 
Canadian businesses C$6.2 billion 
in transaction costs over the next 
decade.

“Canada already has strong 
connections with China and the RMB 
hub strengthens that relationship,” 
said Janet Ecker, President and CEO 
of the Toronto Financial Services 
Alliance.

“This RMB hub enables investors 
to access renminbi-denominated 
securities and foreign exchange 
services, and also lowers transaction 
costs for local importers and 
exporters when conducting business 
with China.” 

A year on from the signing of the 
currency swap deal, the amount of 
business conducted by Canadian 
companies using the Chinese 

Di Ma

“The fact that Canada is a 
renminbi clearing hub should  
help to grow trade between  

the countries.”

currency has already expanded 
significantly, with more than RMB 
30 billion of transactions settled as 
of March, according to Chinese state 
media.

Industrial and Commercial Bank 
of China (Canada) has inked RMB 
cooperation deals with institutions 
including Canada’s five big banks, 
Toronto Stock Exchange and Export 
Development Canada. Canadian 
investors have been also granted 
a RMB 50 billion quota to invest 
in China’s capital markets under 
the Renminbi Qualified Foreign 
Institutional Investor program.  
More new RMB-denominated 
financial products for institutional 
and retail clients are also in the 
works. Finance Montréal has said 
derivatives to hedge against RMB 
exchange rate fluctuations, for 
example, will be traded on the 
Montréal Exchange while some 
companies are pushing for more 
trade finance and corporate loans  
to be denominated in RMB.

“A decade from now, our children 
may convert Canadian dollars 
into renminbi as easily as we 
do now for US dollars,” 
Carolyn Wilkins, Senior 
Deputy Governor at the 
Bank of Canada, told 
the Greater Vancouver 
Board of Trade in a 
speech in April.

STRENGTH OF 
THE CANADIAN 
FINANCIAL SECTOR
The financial services 
sector has already been a 
major source of growth for the 
Canadian economy over the past 
decade. Employment and profits 
have continued to rise, even over 
the years when most of the world’s 
banking industry was shrinking, 
and the sector now accounts for 6.8 
percent of Canadian GDP.

Canada’s shrewd handling of the 
financial crisis has also earned its 
bankers a reputation for reliability 
and honesty unparalleled anywhere 
else in the world, attracting more 
and more people into financial 
services and creating a broad pool 

The new RMB hub may help 
Canada increase its energy 

exports to China

of specialist talent.

The number of people employed in 
financial services across Canada is up 
15.4 percent since 2004 and growth 
has been particularly pronounced 
in Toronto, where the number has 
risen more than a third and a higher 
proportion of people are now 
employed in the sector than London 
and New York.

“Canada has been ranked by the 
World Economic Forum as having 
the strongest banking system 
in the world for the past eight 
years,” said Colin Hansen, President 
and CEO of AdvantageBC. “In 
addition to having strong economic 
relationships with China, Canada 
also enjoys a strong reputation 
throughout the Americas.”

“These are still early days but the 
feedback that I am getting from 
Canadian and international financial 
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also issued RMB 4.6 billion of RMB 
denominated bonds in six issuances 
since 2013 in response to investor 
demand.

“Both Export Development Canada 
(EDC) and the BC government 
continue to support the RMB 
initiative through several bond 
issuances, further nurturing 
Canada’s partnership with the Asian-
Pacific region,” said Ecker.

“As Canada seeks to broaden 
the base of its trading partners, 
building the reach and expertise 
of its financial sector in emerging 
economies around the world is 
critical. The RMB hub will continue 
to raise Toronto and Canada’s 
stature as a global financial centre, 
facilitate increased investment and 
trade with China; and strengthen 
Ontario and Canada’s broader 
economic relationship with China.”

THE FUTURE
Use of the RMB still has a long way 
to go. Only a tiny proportion of 
Canada’s businesses trade in RMB 
and other countries are adapting far 
quicker – an April 2014 survey found 
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Janet Ecker

“The RMB hub will continue to 
raise Toronto and Canada’s  
stature as a global financial 
centre, facilitate increased 
investment and trade with 

China; and strengthen Ontario 
and Canada’s broader economic 

relationship with China.”

“Canadian and International 
financial institutions operating  
in Canada are ramping up to  

meet the diverse needs of their 
clients, not only in Canada, but 

throughout the Americas, to 
enable them to best utilize the 

RMB Settlement Hub.”

Colin Hansen

rank among the 40 largest in the 
world – are also turning their sights 
towards China. Ivanhoe Cambridge, 
the real estate investment arm of 
Canada’s second-largest pension 
fund, recently said it aims to invest 
up to US$2 billion in Asia’s largest 
economy over the next three or so 
years.

DEMAND FOR CHINESE ASSETS
Di Ma said the IMF’s decision to 
include the RMB in its basket of 
reserve currencies would also 
drive demand for Chinese assets. 
“With RMB to be accepted as 
a SDR component and Chinese 
securities included in major global 
market indices, Chinese assets now 
comprise a significant category for 
global commercial and sovereign 
investors,” she explained. 

Some Canadian issuers are already 
starting to tap China’s own huge 
pool of wealth. At the end of 
2015, the Province of British 
Columbia became the first foreign 
government to establish a Panda 
bond program in China’s onshore 
RMB market and in January this 
year, it issued its first Panda bond, 
raising RMB 3 billion.

Total Trade with China – Top 5 Provinces, 2014
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Businesses are Using RMB to Benefit from Lower Transaction and Funding Costs
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institutions operating in Canada is 
that they are ramping up to meet 
the diverse needs of their clients, 
not only in Canada, but throughout 
the Americas, to enable them to 
best utilize the RMB Settlement 
Hub.”

Canada is also a large and growing 
net exporter of financial services, 
which have more than tripled since 

1999, making it the largest and 
fastest-growing source of services 
exports. Driving that has been 
demand for expertise in securities 
issuance and trading, as well as asset 
management.

Many of its huge and highly 
respected pension funds – the 
four largest funds manage more 
than $600bn between them and 

Canada has many advantages as a 
renminbi hub including: 
• First RMB trading centre in the Americas 
•  Currency swap-line agreement between Central Banks of Canada 

and China 
•  Designation of Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (Canada) 

as the clearing bank in Canada (the first in the Americas) 
•  RQFII investor quota of 50 billion RMB that allows access to 

Chinese capital markets 
•  North American time zones that sit between Europe and China 
•  Well-developed financial infrastructure 
•  Capital markets and risk management expertise 
•  Strong and growing economic relationship between Canada and 

China 
•  Large and growing Chinese population in Canada 

Canada’s renminbi hub provides 
many business benefits including:

Sectors of the Canadian economy 
benefiting most from use of the RMB

•  Enabling Chinese buyers to pay in RMB, which should bring 
immediate benefits to Canadian companies through reduced 
transaction costs and a more efficient payment process. 

•  Making Canadian business, through their acceptance of and 
payment in RMB, more attractive to a wider range of Chinese 
sellers and buyers. 

•  Allowing Canadian firms to reap the benefits of conducting 
business in RMB without changing their corporate banking 
relationship or their business hours. 



that only 5 percent of Canadian 
companies doing business with China 
settle their transactions in RMB, the 
lowest of 11 countries surveyed.

A June 2015 report for Canada’s 
parliament found that for Canada 
to compete in the race to become 
a hub for the Chinese currency, it 
will need to attract business from 
throughout North America, as well as 
create tailor-made RMB services that 
can compete with those provided by 
other centres around the world.

Slowing growth in China, which 
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stalled to its slowest pace in a quarter 
century last year, has hurt its appetite 
for Canada’s raw material exports, 
and experts say the metals and 
energy producers, steel-makers and 
ship-builders are among those that 
have been worst-hit. Hansen said the 
use of RMB will only really take off if 
Chinese companies demand it.

“While Canadian companies are 
opening RMB bank accounts and 
learning about the advantages of 
direct RMB settlements, they are 
not likely to be the ones to suggest 
to their Chinese customer/supplier 

to switch from USD settlement to 
RMB,” he explained. “What will 
really start to drive this is when the 
Chinese companies start asking the 
companies in the Americas to make 
the change.”

And ultimately, said Di Ma, Canada’s 
use of the Chinese currency will 
grow in line with trade. “Over the 
longer term, we see sectors such 
as environmental management, 
agrifoods and technology as the 
drivers of exports from Canada to 
China,” she said. “As trade grows, so 
too should trading in renminbi.”

RMB PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Commenting on how the 
Toronto RMB Clearing Bank has 
successfully launched and enhanced 
products and services in order to 
better facilitate the RMB needs 
of Canadian clients, Mr. Zhu, 
Mingxuan(William), President &  
CEO of ICBK states that, “The 
Toronto RMB Clearing Bank has 
devoted itself to providing top 

ICBK – working 
to promote 
the growth of 
RMB business 
in Canada
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (Canada) (“ICBK”) was designated as the RMB 
Clearing Bank in Toronto by the People’s Bank of China (“PBOC”) in November 2014. On 
March 23, 2015, ICBK officially inaugurated the Canadian RMB Clearing Bank and Trading  
Hub and has thus preliminarily established a sustainable world-wide “24/7” real-time RMB 
trading and clearing network. This network is working to encourage trades between Canada 
and China, and to provide cross-border RMB clearing and global markets services to the 
Canadian market. 

notch services to the Canadian 
market. Our bank offers RMB 
retail and corporate banking 
products to customers, and we are 
also able to offer RMB liquidities, 
cross-border RMB FX transactions, 
RMB institutional deposits etc. to 
institutional clients. Being the first 
RMB Clearing Bank in the Americas, 
we encourage the Canadian market 
to fully utilize the first mover 

advantage. Residing in the same 
timezone, the North American RMB 
centre cannot be stood out without 
the collaborations from the local 
market.”

To further encourage the RMB 
internationalization, the PBOC has 
implemented a series of easing 
policies to attract more foreign 
institutional investors to invest 

into Mainland China, this includes 
but not limited to opening up 
the China Mainland Bond Market 
for institutional clients without 
acquiring RQFII/QFII quotas 
anymore, and further promoting the 
Panda Bond market. 

Canadian banks and financial 
institutions are also being 
encouraged by the Chinese 
authorities to take steps on 
their own to facilitate the future 
development of the RMB market in 
the country. 

On this point Mr Zhu says that, “The 
first step for Canadian banks and 
financial institutions to develop 
the RMB market is to open up a 
RMB clearing account with a local 
RMB clearing bank. The same time 
zone advantages of this will help 
to reduce the settlement time and 
shorten the settlement routes. With 
the increasing interest towards the 
onshore RMB market, investing in 
the onshore bond market is another 
good access for Canadian banks and 
financial institutions to generate 
considerable returns as well as to 
diversify investment portfolios. 
With the RMB’s inclusion into the 
SDR basket, we are anticipating an 
increasing demands and interests of 
holding and buying RMB assets in 
the coming months.” 

BOOSTING RMB USAGE
Some commentators believe a future 
free trade agreement negotiation 
between China and Canada would 

be particularly helpful in boosting 
RMB usage in the country. Mr Zhu 
agrees with them and says  that “a 
free trade agreement in the future 
will definitely increase Canadian 
firms’ willingness to engage in 
more trade and investment with 
China. Furthermore, it would help 
SMEs become more active in their 
economic relationships with China 
as the majority of them are more 
sensitive towards FX risks and 
market fluctuations. Moreover, 
non-Canadian firms and financial 
institutions would possibly find it 
advantageous to use the Toronto 
RMB Clearing Bank as an entry point 
to expand their industry to the 
Chinese market. All of these would 
involve growth in cross-border RMB 
transactions.”

Mr Zhu Mingxuan

A bridge for Sino-Canadian trade and 
economic exchanges 

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China Canada (ICBK) is a Canadian 
chartered bank that provides comprehensive retail and corporate 
banking services. The name of the Bank was changed from the 
previously known -The Bank of East Asia (Canada) – on July 2, 2010. The 
Bank’s new name reflects the relationship with its parent, Industrial and 
Commercial Bank of China Limited, the world’s largest bank by market 
capitalization, deposits and profitability. ICBK operates a network of 
nine branches in Toronto, Vancouver, Calgary and Montreal, together 
with a Corporate and Premium Banking Office in B.C. Province.

With the support of strong management, leading technology, wide 
range of products and services and capital from the parent bank, 
ICBK is actively engaged in serving both Canadian and Chinese clients 
while promoting bilateral trades and economic activities between 
Canada and China. ICBK is striving to become a new bridge for 
Sino-Canada trade and economic exchanges and a new platform for 
bilateral financial exchanges and cooperation.

FOSTERING CLOSER RELATIONS
Mr Zhu believes that the Canadian 
RMB hub has been pivotal in 
helping to foster closer relations 
between China and Canada. Apart 
from helping Canadian banks and 
companies to mutually benefit from a 
more competent currency exchange, 
the hub has acted as a catalyst for 
developing a stronger economic 
relationship between Canada and 
China and making the expansion 
of business and academic related 
industries more friendlier between 
both countries’ governments. 
Most importantly, the hub has also 
facilitated the growing and increasing 
RMB related activities in the Canadian 
market, with respect to trade-related 
RMB banking services, RMB liquidity 
and RMB capital market services. 


